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Executive Council Meeting 
Feb 8, 2022, 8:45 – 10:45am, via Zoom 
 
Present:  Shauna Carlisle (chair), Julie Shayne, Dan Bustillos, Jason Naranjo, Sophie 
Leroy, Tyson Marsh, Santiago Lopez, Shima Abadi, Jason Naranjo 
 
Guests: Leslie Cornick, Alaron Lewis, Alka Kurian, Sharon Jones, Nora Kenworthy 
 
 
Welcome and Adoption of Minutes:  

• Minutes adopted  
 
 

CCPT Review of Process and Dissemination to Faculty 
Shauna Carlisle, Chair, EC 

• Carlisle presented slides comparing P&T processes at UW Seattle, UW Bothell before schools, and UWB 
after schools. Slides contained consolidated information from process documents and from feedback 
gathered from UWB Deans, VCAA, and Robin Angotti in the Faculty Senate office   

o Before schools at UWB, CCPT acted as EFC that reviewed P&T files and made recommendations 
to Deans, as per faculty code 

o After schools at UWB, eligible faculty within the school/unit took over role of making 
recommendations to Deans. CCPT remained in process, which added two extra steps to process 
which are not in faculty code 

o Current P&T process can be confusing, especially for junior faculty who are left wondering who is 
advocating for them? How do they determine the differences between the UWS and UWB 
audiences? How are their particular circumstances being considered?  

• Carlisle asked EC to consider these issues for discussion:  
o Does UWB need CCPT? Are we in compliance with faculty code? If we keep CCPT, do we need to 

change the point at which CCPT provides recommendations? Would moving CCPT 
recommendation in process put us out of code? What are the implications of CCPT going away?  

o How do Deans provide feedback to faculty without having had a face to face with the Provost? How 
do Deans interface with Provost so that they can get the information that supports our faculty? 

 
DISCUSSION:   

• VCAA clarified/corrected the processes shared:  
o In UWS P&T process presented, a step is missing. After unit faculty vote, an elected faculty council 

reviews file 
o In UWB P&T process presented, it is incorrect that Deans make recommendation to CCPT. Deans 

actually make recommendation to Chancellor (VCAA) and CCPT advises Chancellor (VCAA) as a 
central elected faculty body (which is referenced in code) based on substantive and procedural 
review of the entire dossier. CCPT plays same role as elected faculty councils in the schools/units 
at UWS. Would be beneficial to know if those bodies at UWS are doing substantive or procedural 
reviews or both. 

o Another difference for UWB is how divisionalized schools operate in terms of the division chair role 
in P&T 

• CCPT should be doing a procedural review to ensure schools have done what they were supposed to do 
and candidates are protected. Substantive reviews are already done in schools and then again at UWS, 
another substantive review at CCPT is unnecessary  

o CCPT doing a procedural review in a tag team with HR early in process (maybe before Deans, 
similar to EFC in Seattle) would help Deans write a stronger letter  

o CCPT does an inordinate amount of work. Do we know if it is actually helping candidates? Is there 
any data on that?  



o Many questions that come from Provost are procedural so it would be good if a procedural review 
were happening earlier, ideally in schools. Since not all schools have the people and resources to 
be able to do that yet, makes sense for CCPT to remain but evolve to do only procedural review 
and do it earlier in the process 

▪ Although it would be a big lift for schools to do this work, it is already a big lift for CCPT 
which has been disproportionality made up of female faculty for several years 

o CCPT reviewing the fit and alignment between a school’s decision on P&T and values of UW is 
substantive review. Doesn’t seem like CCPT’s role to do that.  

• Process further complicated by the fact that if Provost has questions, they go through the VCAA and then 
the VCAA goes to CCPT or Dean. Those conversations are often sensitive so usually aren’t done through 
email. A lot of extra steps and takes a lot of time. 

o What could make that easier? How could that process facilitate the Dean’s involvement? There is a 
lot of anxiety for faculty around how their Dean represents them as a candidate  

▪ Chancellor, VCAA and Provost would need to be part of the conversation around how to 
improve that part of the process  

o Would be helpful, less cumbersome, easier for all if Deans could participate more directly and 
collaboratively with VCAA in conversations with Provost when Provost has questions 

• CCPT equivalent at UWT has gone back and forth (some years doing just procedural reviews, some years 
just substantive reviews, some years both)  

• Faculty Code was never created for UWB and UWT. Need a summary of everything relevant in executive 
orders to know what is in place.  

o UWS treats UWB as a unit. Are we one unit? How do we clarify this? How do we make it clear to 
faculty?  

• Relationship between Dean and CCPT needs clarification in order to make process less redundant  

• Need to think about equity. UWB is having to do extra work to be heard at Provost level.  

• Operationalizing the advocacy of a file (a procedural checklist) would reduce overall burden of CCPT 

• UWB maturation is not reflected in faculty code or executive orders. That growth doesn’t mean UWB has to 
become an image of UWS. There are many models for doing this work, need to think broader and consider 
possibility of creating our own process 

o UWB needs to clarify what we want to do so that we can advocate for it at tri-campus level 

• One benefit of CCPT is that, because it is central and reviews files from all schools, they can identify 
elements that individual schools might not be able to identify   

 
Carlisle will summarize EC feedback and draft questions for faculty regarding how they see the role of CCPT in order 
to help identify ways to improve the process. Feedback and questions will be shared in future EC meeting for further 
discussion. 
 
 
School of Nursing & Health Studies Dean Feedback Process 
Nora Kenworthy and Dan Bustillos, SNHS 

• Growing faculty concerns around confidentiality of faculty feedback during the Dean review process. Need 
to address confusion and inconsistencies across schools and ensure process is fair for Deans and Faculty 

o Concern that responses to faculty surveys or responses in faculty focus groups can be identified 
(either inadvertently or intentionally) and be revealed to Dean.  

▪ Robust and substantive review requires honesty and with the current uncertainty of the 
level of anonymity of their responses, it can be hard for faculty to be honest for fear of 
repercussions    

▪ Administration has made assurances that responses are confidential yet there have been 
instances when confidential correspondence have gone to Deans. Responses from 
administration around these instances have been insufficient (no response, deflection by 
claiming policies cannot be changed) 



o Additional concern is that having only UWB Deans co-chair Dean review committees is problematic 
considering how few Deans there are and their close personal relationships. The idea was raised 
to administration that the Deans who co-chair the review committees should be from outside of 
UWB so that the review is as objective as possible and to reduce possible conflicts of interest. 

• Administration rejected the suggestion, stating that policy could not be changed and that the change would 
cause inequity issues 

• GFO is being asked to consider having conversations about ways that faculty can share their honest 
feedback during the Dean review process and do so with confidence that they are protected 

• SNHS EFC unanimously decided to email SNHS faculty and detail the grave concerns around anonymity 
and confidence of the Dean review process and recommended that if faculty were not comfortable giving 
honest replies that they should not complete the SNHS Dean review survey that had also gone out that day.  

 
Discussion was opened to council to gather feedback as to how to protect the rigor of the Dean review process at 
UWB while also protecting faculty:     
 

DISUSSION:  

• EC should read and share Dean review process, gather feedback from faculty as to how to improve process 
and give those suggestions to VCAA   

• Dean review process is formative and summative. Review committee collects info, they do not make 
recommendations or vote. 

• VCAA is willing to change process 
o Regular administrative review of Deans must occur and while the work of those who established 

current processes should be honored, continuous improvement should occur. However, changing 
process in the middle of a review is challenging   

• Dean review is a collegial process, concern that these conversations could set this up as a adversarial 
process between Dean and school.  

• UWB Deans do work closely but that doesn’t preclude them supporting a full, fair, transparent review, in the 
same way that faculty provide fair and transparent reviews during P&T process  

• Deans need to take a close look at their processes and see if there is room for improvement. We need to 
ensure there is rigorous protocol in place to ensure anonymity  

• Concerned faculty don’t want this to be adversarial, they want the review to be rigorous and not perfunctory 

• Protective mechanisms are missing for faculty in this process. If they are pressured to complete a survey a 
certain way or if they are concerned a Dean has access to confidential information, there is no guidance as 
to what they should/can do 

• Deans are not the boss of faculty. Faculty need to feel empowered to be able to have hard conversations 
with their Deans without the fear of retaliation. 

o Deans have a lot of power, recommending directly to VC for P&T. It’s difficult to take personal risk.  

• Concerned faculty have been working on this for 7-8 months (first to EFC and now GFO) trying to find 
solutions and have not been given options. This is a larger institutional issue. 

• Faculty may be concerned about anonymity but not want to draw attention to it (themselves) so that censor 
themselves instead. Especially true of schools with a lot of junior faculty.  

• Mechanism are needed to protect both faculty and staff when giving feedback  

• Also need to establish back end actions to take if something goes wrong after the fact  

• Even when guaranteed confidential, there is always someone who has access to the data. Should consider 
using an external system to ensure no one at UW has access 

• Long history of distrust in the institutions that guard this process. Need to talk with faculty about what their 
experiences have been with those entities before we hand this over to HR or another outside source 

 
Carlisle concluded that EC will supports efforts to improve Dean review processes. EC reps will go to school EFCs 
and review their school’s Dean review processes and bring that info back to EC for continued conversation. 
 



Next Steps Demographic Data 
Keith Nitta, Chair, Campus Council on Planning & Budget 
 
Nitta explained that a major deficiency of recent unit adjustment was not having access to demographic data. GFO 
leadership proposes introducing Class C legislation into Faculty Senate to 1. request access to faculty demographic 
data for equity analysis (previous requests for demographic data by EC, CCPB, other UW bodies for years have all 
been rejected, without clear reasons given) and 2. request UW consult with an outside body to conduct a systematic 
faculty equity study across tri-campus. 
 

• Council agreed to timeline of work:  
o GFO leadership will draft Class C legislation and Nitta will circulate to EC prior to Feb 22 meeting  
o EC reps will share draft with schools and gather feedback 
o EC will discussion and vote in Feb 22 meeting  
o EC will pass legislation to UWB Faculty Senators to bring to correct bodies in Faculty Senate  

 
 
Other Discussion Items:  
 

• Unit Adjustment Update 
o VCAA and VCPA currently implementing step one by providing Deans with lists of faculty members 

identified to receive adjustment. Deans working to verify that those faculty meet criteria to receive 
the adjustment. Once that step is complete, GFO group will check calculations.  

 
 
 
Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri 
Meeting adjourned at 10:45am 
Next EC meeting will be Feb 22 @ 8:45am  


